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1Abstract
This thesis IS of two parts. The first part
consisting of chapters 1 and 2, is devoted to a study of
continuous semigroups of bounded linear operators on Banach
spaces 9 as well as that of w*-continuous semigroups of
linear operators on Banach dual spaces( such semigroups are
called C- or C*-semigroups for short). Associating such a10
semigroup{ St two, two numbers are of great importance
( e.g. in the transport theory studied in [Angelescu, [1]]
and [Derndinger, [1]]), namely the spectral bound s(H) of
the generator H of{ St }to and the growth bound r(S)
respectively defined by
s(H)= sup{ Rez z€ a(H)}
Y (S)= inf{ r II St II_ Mrert for some Mr and all t_ 0}
It is well-known that s(H) y(S) and strict inequality may
happen in some concrete cases. Following some recent results
of G. Greiner, R. Nagel, R. Derndinger, C. J. K. Batty and D.
W. Robinson, we give an unified and self-contented proof of
their theorem that s (H)= r (S) if St? 0 and 9= LP( g, dp),
with p= 1, 2 and co( it is still an open question whether
this theorem holds for general p). This is given in section
2.3. As a tool, some classical results of Laplace transforms
are extent,ed to vector-valued functions in section 2.1, and
some elementary results in C- and C*-semigroup theory are
o 0
conveyed in section 2.2 for easy reference. The theory of
ordered Banach spaces given in chapter 1 provides some
necessary or convenient background for our presentation in
chapter 2. The concept of D. W. Robinson on positive
2attainment of norm for positive operators is introduced and
its relation with the rrionotonicity is studied in section 1,3.
A new result on the decomposition of continuous linear
functionals on the Banach spaces of bounded linear operators
is given in section 1.4.
The second part of the thesis is concerned with convex
processes. By a convex process( the concept due to
Rockafeller [[1], p.3]) is meant a multi-valued function T
from a vector space YR into 1d such that T (x+ y) 2 Tx+ Ty,
X.Tx= T(X.x) and 0 E TO for any x, y E R and any 0. This
is the case if and only if the graph G(T) of T is a convex
cone in Y x t? with vertex (0, 0). Thus convex processes may
be viewed as a natural generalization of( single-valued)
linear maps from Y into Yl. Indeed, the classical open
mapping theorem and the closed graph theorem have been
extended by S. M. Robinson [1] to convex processes for Banach
spaces. Following the work of K. F. Ng on open mapping
theorem for convex process for Frechet spaces, we give a
corresponding version of the closed graph theorem( Theorem
3.2.5). In similar way a recent result of Hadwin and
Nordgen on the continuity of absolutely measurable linear
mappings is generalized to convex processes( Theorem
3.3.7).
Chapter 1 Theorey of Ordered Banach Spaces
0.1 Some Concepts and Definitions
In this chapter we study ordering properties in real
Banach spaces.
Let (IB.
be a real Banach space and IB+ a closed
convex cone in IB. Then the Banach space (OB. can be
ordered as follows
A b if and only if a - b
Clearly the relation is a partial ordering which
is compatible with the vector structure of IB, i.e.
(1) if a 0 and b 0, then a + b 0;
(2) if a 0, then X-a 0 for all scalars 0
This closed convex cone is then called the positive cone
associated with the ordering
Thus a Banach space with a positive cone will be
denoted by (IB, IB and is called an ordered Banach
space
Associated to each ordered Banach space (IB. IB, we
can define ordered dual space (IB , IB where
0 for all a
is clearly a weak -closed convex cone
To avoid trivialities, we shall assume that IB
and In this case. { 0 } and by a
well-known result ( see part (1) of the following
Lemma 1.0.7).
Definition 1.0.1 Let be an o dered
Banach space, and 1. The cone IB is said to be
+
(1) proper if IB.
(2) a -generating for some 1 if any a IB admits a
decomposition a = b - c with b, c and
(3) a -generating for some a 1 if any a IB admits a
decomposition a = b - c with b, c IB and
(4) approximately oc -generating if it is -generating for
all
(5) be approximately -generating if it is •generating
for all
(6) a-normal if .a, b, c IB, b a c imply
(7) a -normal if a, b, c IB, b a c imply
By the Baire category theorem, we can obtain the
following theorem of Klee (cf. Y. C. Wong and K. F. Ng, [1],
P.46).
Theorem 1.0.2 The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) IB = IB, - IB,
(2) There is an cx 1 such that IB. is generating,
That is,
Thus, for convenience, we would simply say that the
cone IB is generating or normal, when it is a-generating or
-normal for some
Definition 1.0.3 Let be an ordered Banach
space and a 1. The norm is said to be
(1) a-monotone if 0 b implies that
(2) a-absolutely monotone if -b b implies that
;3) a-dominating if each a B there is a b with b
and
(4) absolutely a-dominating if each a there is a b
with b -b and
(5) approximately a-dominating if it is a'-dominating for
all
(6) approximately absolutely a-dominating if it is
absolutely dominating for all
For convenience, we would sometimes simply say that
instead of is (approximately absolutely, absolutely)
dominting. Also the norm on IB is monotone, when the norm
on is 1-monotone.
Lemma 1.0.4 Let be an ordered Banach
space, and
(1) If the com is .normal, then 1 «
•monotone.
(2) If is a-monotone, then the cone is
and normal,
Proof The proof is easy.
Definition 1.0.5 Le1 be an ordered Banach
space. The norm on IB is said to be a Riesz norm (a strong
Riesz norm) if it is absolutely monotone and rp
is approximately absolutely dominating ( absolutely
dominating ).
Definition 1.0.6 Let be an o der Banach
space.
( 1 An olomon+- n is said to be an order unit if
where the order-interval [c, d] is defined by
(2) A norm-closed, convex, bounded subset K of is called
a base if for any a { 0 } there is anunique
such that a
It is easy to see that X is a function from IB, ontcK +
R . Throughout this chapter the X will be denoted suci
function.
Lemmam 1.0.7 Let be an ordered Banach
space. Then the following formulas hold
ITnrf KDvmny
( 3 ) Thf i ma ae o f under the canonical map is w -dense
l r
( 4 ) Let a e IB, If w(a ) 0 for all v then
Proof (1) Since IB. is a cone, one has
Similarly, since [B, is a cone, also one has
(2) Since OB n IB is norm closed and convex, it is
weak-closed. Thus
where the second equality is followed by the well known
theorem [Schaefer. [2]. P.126, corollary. 2] and the third
equality is due to part (1).
(3) Bv the BiDolar Theorerc is the
-closure of this means that
(4) If « CB , then by the Stronq Separation theorem
there is an such that !a) inf{ (b) ; b
Since 0 (a) 0 and ther by assumption But
(b) 0 for all b since IB, is a cone, so This
is a contradition.
1.1 Normal and Generatina Cnnp
Proposition 1.1.1 Let be an ordered
Banach space
(1) If OB. is normal then IB 1 is proper;
(2) If IB is generating then [B is proper
Prove These results are trivial(cf. Jameson, G., [1]
The following results given by Grosberg, Krein anc
And6, Ellis tell us that the generating . and normality are
duality properties.
Theorem 1.1.2 [ Grosberg-Krein [1]]. Let (IB, G
be an ordered Banach soace.
r 1 ) [B i c
-normal if and only if IB, is -generating
( 7
mT C normalif and only if OB.1 is
-generating
Theorem 1.1.3 [And6 [1] and Ellis [1]] Let
be an ordered Banach space
( 1 ) fB is annroximatelv -aeneratina if and only if B i 5
-norma!
( 7 OB. is approximately -generating if and only if i
-normal
1.2 Interior Points and Bases
The following proposition would tell us the concepts
of interior points of the positive cone and order—unit
c o i n c 1 d pi .
Proposition 1.2.1 Let be an ordered Banach
space. Then u intIB, if and only if u is an order-unit.
Proof If u intB then there is an open ball
For any a
for some Thus
for some 0. This implies
Therefore u (B . is an order-unit.
Conversely, if u is an order-unit then
By the Baire category theorem, there is an open ball lB(a
and n e N, such that
Note that alsc
(-1n)u, (1n ) i
-ln)u, (ln)u], then
(-1n)u, (1n)i
Since co is an neighbourhood of 0, we car
assume that
(1.2.1.)
for some 0. For any fc we have
It follows from (1.2.1.) that
and so 0. Therefore { b So
This completes the proof.
It is easy to see that if inttB+ is non-empty then IB is
generatinq and for anv u = inttB .
defines a seminorm on (B. It is nature to ask under what
condition this seminorm will be a norm. The following
Proposition answers this question.
Proposition 1.2.2 Let be an ordered Banach
space and inttB non-empty. For any u inttB , the seminorm
is a norm if and only if IB is proper in which case it is a
stronq Riesz norm for which (B. is 1 -normal.
Proof Suppose is a norm. then for any
we have a 0 and a 0 . So a u and a
for all 0. Thus
This means that a 0 . i . e IB, is proper
Conversely, if is proper and
we have u for all It follows from the
closeness of B that a Thns a = 0 since B is
proper, and is a norm
If is a norm, then for any t
[-b,b], one has a Thus
This means that II -II is a absolutely monotone norm on tB
On the other hand, if a e IB and
then for an} It follows
immediately from the closeness of IB that - u a ' u and
1, i.e. the IB is absolutely dominating
Thus the norm is a strong Riesz norm by
definition
Finally, if b there is no loss of generality
we can assume that Note that if
then t this implies that
So the cone OB, is 1 -normal
Lemma 1.2.3 Let be an ordered Banach space
and K a base of IB . Then the following arguements are true.
(1) 0 K
(2) The function on IB. is additive and positively
homogenous,
1 } is a bounded subset in R.
Proof (1) For any t 0, there exists an unique
(b) 0 such that b then K. If
K, then t K and so b K. this
contradicts the fact tha (b) is uniaue . Thus 0
(2) Let K be a base of For anv a. t there
exist unique 0 anc 0 witt
and t
by the definition of base K in part (2) of definition 1.0.6
Note that K is convex, then
By the uniqueness of we have
for all a. b
The positive homogeneity of is easily
checked.
(3) For each b
1, there is a unique
0 and K such that b Then
Note that K by part (1) and K is closed convex subset of
IB, then there exists a ball 03(0 disjoint from K
There fore
This imDlies for all t
Thus
is a bounded subset in [R. This completes the proof.
Proposition 1.2.4 Let be an ordered Banach
space. Then the following statements hold.
(1) If (B has a base, then EB is normal.
(7) T f CB has a base K and span(K u -K) is a Baire
space, then
defines a norm on which is equivalent to the norm II• II on
Proof (1) Let K be a base. Then by part (2) of Lemma
1.2.3
fnr 11 h Suppose 0 Then b= a+ (b- a
: 0, anc b- a). This means that
Now we let
M = sup
and assume that 0 1, then
By part (3) of lemma 1.2.3, there is an 0 such that
for all b (B with IIbII - 1. This means that the norm on CB
is
M-monotone. So IB+ is normal by part (2) of Lemma 1.0.4.
(2) If (B has a base K, then co(K u -K) is a convex
circled, absorbing subset of There fore
defines a seminorm on Furthermore, if 0, then
for any n
But K is a bounded subset, there exists a M 0, such that
for all n 0. Consequently a is a
norm.
By assumption is a Baire space It follows from
Baire category theorem that cc contains a relative
open neighbourhood of 0. On the other hand, co(K
bounded since K is a bounded subset by the definitior
of base. Thus is equivalent to The proof is
completed.
Lemma 1.2.5 Let (03, IB be an ordered Banach
space and a dual space.
(1) If IB has a base K and is generating, then the function
defined on IB. can be extend to be a contiouous linear
functional on [B.
(2) If has a w -compact base K and is generating, then
the functior defined on can be extend to be a
contiouous linear functional on
proof (2) Since is generating, for any w
there exist such that Thus, for any
we can define
In fact, if w for some then
By part (2) of Lemma 1.2.3, is additive on so
Thus
Hence is well defined on By part (2) of Lemma 1.2.3
the linearity of is clearly.
Finally, for any a co(K u -K) and net a
co(K u -K), we can denote
where 0 K for all n and i = 1, z.
Then
Tf not. without loss of qenerality we assume that t t
for some 0 and for all n. Since K is w -compact, there
is a subnet
where t t' and k K for i = 1, 2. So
and 2t ' - 1 = 2t - 1 s ince 1 for all k
This implies t t. This is a contradiction. Hence
There fore
That is is w -continuous on co(K u -K). Note that
is a equivalent norm on IB by part (2) of Proposition 1.2.4
Thus the unit ball co(K u -K) is a II • II-ne ighbourhood of
0 in Therefore, there is a 0 such that the
closed ball It follows that
is w -closed. Consequently is w-continuous on IB by
Krein-Smnlain theorem. The proof is completed.
(1) The proof is similar to part (2).
The following theorem is essentially due to Edwards and
Ellis (cf, Wong and Ng, [1], P.94, P.95) and the present
form is given in ( Batty and Robinson [1] Proposition
1.4.2 ). It shows that the the interior point and the base
are dual concepts.
Theorem 1.2.6 Let be an ondered Banach
space and the dual space.
(1) int if, and only if has a w -compact case K.
In this case,
intl
If is normal, the correspondence between interior points or
and w -compact base tor it+ is Directive,
(2) B has a base K if, and only if, intB' In this
case,
If
is generating, the correspondence between base for K
and interior points of [ is bijective.
(3) B has a base if, and only if, there is a constant
sucn that
for all finite subsets S of K.
Proof (1) If u e intB, then u for some
Thus the set
(1.2.2.)
is norm-bounded; in fact, if w K then w(b) w(u) 1 forLJ
all b = B shows that K
OL U In view of the Alaoglu
Theorem it is now eaily seen that K is w -compact. On the
other hand, for any
Then T7r?(u) belongs to K for
some then for some This
shows that K is a
o
-compact base of Conversely,
suppose k is a w -compdcu udse ur Define I to be the
subset of B consisting of all u = B such that
where the inf can be replaced by mm by w -compactness ot K.
This set I 0 by the Separation Theorem(as K is a closed
convex set disjoint from 0 in the space B under the
w-topology). We complete the proof for this part by showing
that intB = I. In fact if u e (intB I) then there exists
K such that v 0. Since I-u, u] for some
0 it follows that w 0 on IB and this is not posible as
K does not contain the zero element ii This shows that
i nt(B
I. To prove the opposite' inequality, let u
Then by part (4) of Lemma 1.0.7, u Take M such that
and 0 small enough such that
inf i
Then u + because
0 for all w
and, v sne has
for all w e K and hence w(u + v) 0 for all w that ;
Finally, under the additional assumption that IB is
normal (so IB is generating by Theorem 1.1.1), we show that
i
the map u i K as done in (1.2.2.) is bijection from intCB,U +
onto the set of all w -compact bases of IB . If K is such a
base, then, by Lemma 1.2.5, there exists u IB such that
Hence, by the above u in tie, and
Moreover, if u , u are distmit elements of mtitf
then, since IB is generating, there exist w such that
say w 1 whi1e v 1; thus
Consequently the mapping
is bijection from mtlB onto the set of ail w -compact oases
of IB.
(2) If intl then has a base by part (1).
It is easy to see that K = is a base of Aga in
applying part (1), one has
int inf
inf 0 }. (1.2.3.
Conversely, Let IB has a base K. Since 0 K, then
inf{w(a
by the Separation Theorem. For any
inf{w(a
take M such that K and 0 small enough such that
inf {
Then because
0 for all a
and, one has
for all a e K and hence 0 for all a that is
Therefore in1 and
int inf 0 }. (1.2.4.
Thus, it follows from (1.2.3.) and (1.2.4.) that
Finally, if (B has a base K and is generating, then byr
part (1) of Lemma 1.2.5
because 1 for all a K. Thus So the
map
is from int onto the set of all bases ot Moreover, if
w , w are distmit elements or int±' 2
then, since OB is
generating, there exist a such that w (a ) wz(a) say
a with thpr
This implies that 0 (a) for all a and
therpfnrp
SO w Bv [ 2 i CB hap; a hsqp
Proposition 1.2.7 If B, is generating, then the closed
convex set K is a base of IB if and only if K is a base of
where K is the w -closure of the image of K under the
canonical maD.
Proof Since K is closed convex set of IB, it is
w-closed by Marzur Theorem and so K = 1 If K is a
base of it is easy to see that K = I CB is a base of
Convprselv. If CB has a hasp K anri is apnpraf i nrr fhpn
By Theorem 1.2.6, there is a unigue such that
on and K Moreover, by
Therrem 1.1.2 is normal so the set
is a w -compact base of by part (1) of Theorem 1.2.6
( applied to instead of It remains to show that
Let Then there exists a bounded net
such tha by part (2) of Lemma
1.0.7. Hence
So where k K. This shows that
S inc( : K an' is w -closed, the result is
seen to hold
3.1 Monotonicity and Positive Attainment of Norm
The following theorem shows that the monotonicity of
norm and the domination of the cone IB in ordered Banach
space are dual porperties. It is first given by K. F. Ng in
[1], and later by Robinson and Yamamuro in the case when
1 for part (2) of the following theorem (cf. Robinson
and Yamamuro [1])( the reader is referred to Definition 1.0.3
for the basie definitions involved ).
Theorem 1.3.1 Let be an ordered Banach
space and the dual space. Then
(1) the norm on G3 is a-monotone if and only if the cone
i dominating
(2 ) the cone i =• = nnr ny i ma t e 1 v a-dnmi nsf-i na if nnl v i -
the norm is -monotone.
Mow we let and be ordered
rk 3 a t r a T the Banach space of bounded operator:
from (B intc Consider the convex cone
S ince is closed is closed. Thus
is an ordered Banach space
In the following discussion we assume that
So
bv part (4) of Lemma 1.0.7.
The following theorem was first proved by Schaefer, H.
but the proof given here is taken from
Bratte1 i, 0., Digernes, T. and Robinson, D. W.in [1].
Theorem 1.3.2 The cone L ) is normal if and only
if is generating and (B is normal.
Proof Suppose I ) is normal so it is normal
for some 0. For and b IB, define the operato:
then wb with Furthermore,
if anc in fB._ t h f= n
for all a This implies
Then by the cx -normality of one has
Since one can consider v 0, this means that
i.e. IB is normal. But if b and in
then b and a similar calculation gives
i. e is normal and so is approximately generating
by Theorem 1.1.3
Conversely, suppose is -qeneratinq and IB, is
-normal. Let S S in L2
and a Then
there exists a, a such that
and
thus
S a. Sa. S a
± v V 2 v
for i = 1, 2, and
where the first inequality holds since the cone is
normal. Therefore
where the last inequality holds since the cone is
generatinq. Thus
show that L is normal. The proof is completed.
The following two theorems are given by C. J. K. Batty
and D. W. Robinson in [1, theorem 1.7.4, Theorem 1.7.6]
Theorem 1.3.3 The operator norm on L is
absolutely monotone if and only if + is approximately
absolutely dominating and the norm on D3 is absolutely
monotone.
Proof The proof of necessity is almost identical to
the proof of Theorem 1.3.2. In fact, suppose that the
operator norm on L(A, EB) is absolutely monotone. Let
0 and, in OB. Then
and so
This implies and the norm on CB is absolutely
monotone.
On the other hand, if and
we have
Thus the norm on is absolutely
monotone which implies the cone is approximately absolutly
dominating by Theorem 1.3.1.
Conversely, suppose that the cone is approximately
absolutly dominating and the norm on I is absolutely
monotone. Let S, T with Then there
exist with and
by the approximately absolute dominating property of
where i. 0 and
for all 1. then
Thus
Since the norm on B is absolutely monotone,
for all 1. Therefore the operator
norm on I is absolutely monotone.
Theorem 1.3.4 If the operator norm on L is
monotone then the cone is approximately dominating and the
norm on OB is monotone (The converse result is false, see
[Batty and Robinson [1], P. 248]).
Proof For 0 0, we have
There fore
by the monotonicity of the operator norm. So
and the norm on EB is monotone.
Similarly, for 0 we
have
Thus Hence the norm on is monotone, this
implies the cone is approximately dominating by Theorem
1.3.1. This completes the proof.
Monotonicity of the operator norm is related to a
seemingly different property, positively attainment. Now we
denoted
for all S is generating, the defines
a norm on I wi th Furthermore, since
for some 1 by Theorem 1.0.2, one has
for all S and the two norms are
equivalent.
Definition 1.3.5 The operator norm on I is said
to be positively attained if
for all
S
This notion of positively attainment was introduced by
Robinson in [1, p. 248]. In the special case when the
positive linear functionals in satisfy this
property if the norm on A is monotone. The following result
is due to Ng (cf. Ng. [2], P.37).
Theorem 1.3.6 For ordered Banach space
and its dual space the following statements
hold:
(1) The norm on tB is monotone if and only if for each
there is an such that w(a) that
is
(2) The norm on is monotone if and only if for each
Proof (1) For a there exists an such that
Suppose that on tB is monotone, ther is
dominating and so there is an such thai
w.Thus
Conversely, Suppose for each a there is an
such that w(a) Let 0 b for
By assumption there is an with
then
Consequently the norm on (B is monotone
(2) by (1), IB is monotone if and only if
because is w -dense in by part (3) of Lemma
1.0.7.
The following results concerning the positively
attainment in the operator space L(, IB) are given in
[Robinson [23, [3]] and [Yamamuro [2]].




is approximately dominating and IB is 1 -normal
is approximately absolutely dominating and the norm
on IB is absolutely monotone, then the operator norm on
L(, CB) is positively attained.
Proof (1) For S let a 4 with
1. Then, since the con is approximately
dominating, there exists i such that c a anc
1. Similarly, there exists t such that -a b
and 1. Since S 0 one has
and it follows from the 1 -normality that
Consequently i.e., the operator norm is
positively attained.
(2) The proof is indentical to part (1) except that
b= a
Lemma 1.3.8 Let be ordered Banach spaces and
suppose that the norm on IB is monotone. Then, one has
for an with S






where the second equality is due to part (1) of Theorem
1.3.6.
Theorem 1.3.9 Let A, (B be ordered Banach spaces, sucl
that the operator norm on I is positively attained
Then the following statements hold.
(1) the com is approximately dominating,
(2) if the norm on IB is monotone, then the operator norm is
mnnnhnnp.
Proof (1) For 0 and b 0, by
assumption the norm of one-rank operator
There fore
This implies the norm on is monotone by part (2) of
Theorem 1.3.6 and so the cone+ is approximately dominating
by Theorem 1.3.1.
(2) For S 0. bv the assumption and Lemma




i s 2 s 2
Theorem 1.3.10 Suppose the operator norm on L(A, B) is
monotone and either inttB or intA It follows that
the operator norm is positively attained.
This theorem is given by Batty and Robinson in [[1],
P.249]. We note that the proof of Theorem is only used to
the property that there is a b and 0 such that
so we have the following theorem, the
proof of the first part is similarly to the proof in [Batty
and Robinson [1], Theorem 1.7.9].
Theorem l.J.ll Suppose that the operator norm on
L(A, 03) is monotone and either
(1) there are t such that
(2) there are such that
It follows that the operator norm is positively attained
In order to prove this theorem, we need the followin
Lemmas. Now we define the canonical half-norms N of th
Banach space IB into IR by
for any a = CB and N of Banach space IB into R by
for any cf. W. Arendt, P. R. Chernoff and T. Kato
[1], Robinson and Yamamuro [1-4])
Proposition 1.3. 12 [Robinson and Yamamuro [1]] Let
be an ordered Banach space and the
dual space. Then the canonical half-norms N and N satisfy
N(a) = sup{ w(a) ; w
N(w) = sup{ w(a) ; a
Lemma 1.3.13 Let S A and N the
canonical half-norm on A. Then
Proof For any b a, one has
and it follows from definition of N(a) that
Thus
Lemma 1.3.14 Suppose that is approximately
dominatina and the norm on tB is monotone. If S
then
Proof Since the norm on is monotone by Theorem
1.3.1 and so is the norm on IB, for any a
for some and
by Theorem 1.3.6. Thus
sup{ w(Sa) ; a
sup{ (S w)a ; ;
sup
Lemma 1.3.15 Suppose the operator norm on L(A, CB) is
monotone, S 1 and 1 - 2 where
0. Then for 0 anc there exist
and b such that and




Therefore there exists an v wi th
w(a )
by Proposition 1.3.12.
On the other hand, there exists ar with
so Observe that operator norm on L(A, (B)
is monotone, then by Theorem 1.3.4 and Lemma 1.3.14
Therefore, applying a similar argument to S and 77, instead
of S and a, one deduces that there exists a b
with
Let b Then b and
and so
for all 0 So we have s ince
The family of the operators in L which are the
adjoint operators of the oDerators in L is denoted by
That is, for any T there exists a
such that T Then L is a closed
subspace of L
Lemma 1.3.16 The operator norm on I is monotone
if and only if the operator norm on I is monotone.
Proof Observe that 0 if and only if
0 and and the proof easily follows,
Proof of Theorem 1.3.11 First assume that (1) holds
Furthermore we can assume that 1 and sc
for some o
If the operator norm is not positively attained. then
there exists an S with 1 and
Then by Lemma 1.3.15 there exist
and with
Note that then we let
Thus S By the monotonicity of
the operator norm, we can assume that
nn the other hanc
So we can choose such that
where Then there exists an such that
Hence
Since the operator norm on L is monotone, is
approximately dominating and the norm on (B is monotone. By
Lemma 1.3.13 and Lemma 1.3.14
There fore
Note that N = SUp{ thus there
exist a b' such that Let
Then
But
for cr' sufficiently small. This contradicts tne monotomcit;
of the operator norm and hence proves (1).
Now if (2) is true, then we consider the Banach space
since the operator norm on L is monotone,
so is the operator norm on L by Lemma 1.3.16. Thus
we obtain the norm on I is positively attained by
(1), so is the norm on L(, IB). This completes the proof of
Theorem.
Corollary 1.3.17 If the linear hull of the positive
cone IB of the Banach space IB is finite dimensional, the
operator norm on L(, OB) is monotone, then the operator norm
on L(, C5) is positively attained. In particular, if [B is
finite dimensional, then the monotone norm on L(, IB) is
positively attained.
Proof By the assumption above the subspace E = span IB,
is finite dimensional so is closed subspace of IB, then
is an ordered Banach space with in1 r.pt
intCB . Then there exists an 0 such that
Thus by Theorem 1.3.11 the monotone operator norm on L(A, IB
is positively attained.
4.1 The Operator Space and its Dual Space
wow we denote the dual space of the operator space
For any and we can
define a continuous linear functional
Now for some c 0, denote
then
Theorem 1.4.1 The following conditions hold
(1)
(2)
Proof (1) It is clearly that -comoact
convex subset of L (Ai, lb) . it mere is a
then by Strong Separation Theorem there exists an S = L(Ai, lb)
9iirh t h t
S i nee
f ( S ) sup
II S II = sup
one has f (S) II s But this is a
contradiction.
Thus,
(2) Similarly, the set is a w -closed convex
subset of L'(, IB). if there is a f
then by Strong Separation Theorem there exists a nonzero
C
L(, B) such that
Note that
This means that In fact, if S g L (, IB), ther
there exists an a such that Sa Sa 0 and so there
exists a such that w(Sa] This contradicts the
fact that
Hence S 0. But and This is a
contradiction. Therefore co
If the cone J is generating, then there exists
an a 1 such that
Tn aeneral. we do not know the following equality
But we still have
Theorem 1.4.2 If and IB are generating cones, then
for some 1.
Proof For any f there is a net
contained in coZ which converges to f with respect to the
topology of by part (1) of Theorem 1.4.1. Then
we have convex combination
for all n, where w for all n and
Since ft and IB are generating cone, it follows from Theorem
1.0.2 that




all n and and
(here Similarly





This completes the proof.
Chapter 2 Growth Bound and spectral Bound
of Semigroups
In this chapter we deal with the relationships between
the growth bound y(S) of a positive semigroup S
on an ordered Banach spsce and the spectial bound s(H) of
its generator H. Throuthout this chapter we denote CB be a
real Banach space and E = B + iEB the complexification of IB
under an appropriate norm inducing the topology identical to
the product topology( for example
see Schaefer, [3], P.135 ) unless the contrary is explicitly
specified .
2.1 Laplace Transform
Consider the vector valued-function
and recall that the Laplace transform Lf be defined b
when exists, where
T.pmms 2.1.1 Icf. A. E .Taylor, [1], p.266 Theorem 1.1]
Let E be a complex Banach space, and let f be a function
with values in E, defined on an open set in the complex
plane. Suppose that for each w
the function wf
defined by
wf ( z ) = w( f ( z )
is differentiable at each point of Then f is locallv
analytic on
Lemma 2.1.2 tcf. A. E. Taylor, [1], P.227 Theorem 1.2
Let and be complex Banach spaces, and let be an ooen
set in the complex plane. For eacl let be a]
element of LI Then following statements ar
equivalent:
(a) For each the mapping i s
locally analytic on
(b) For each the mappin is locally
analytic on with values in
(c) The mapping is locally analytic on with
values in L
The following Theorems in the cases of the
scalar-valued function are given in [Fuchs and Levin [1], p.
129, Theorem 1; p.131, Theorem 2], but the vector-valued
function cases of it is also true. In the following Theorems
we assume that the vector-value function f: is
continuous.
Thpnrpm 7.1.3 If Laolace transform Lf(z) ds
converges for z then it will also converge in norm in
the half-plane Rez Rez,




Then for any e. o, there exists at 0 such that
o
But [R is continuous, therefore
on [0, t ] is bounded, and thus the same holds on
This implies the second term of the riqht hand side
of formula (2.1.1) is clearly convergent as t Thus
the Laplace transform
Lf (z
converges in norm for all z uif-h Rp 7 Rp -7 Thic;
completes the proo:
From theorem 2.1.3 it follows, that there exists
such that Lf(z ds exists for all
with Re z but does not exist for any z wi +- h
Rez Such an extended real number a is called abscissa
of convergence
Theorem 2.1.4 The Laplace transform
Lf (z)
is an analytic function in the half-plane Re z
Proof For any
w ( L f ( Z )
is analytic function of z in the half-plane Re z
(cf
Fuchs and Levin [1], p. 13.1, Theorem 1).
Therefore Lf(z) is an analytic function in the
half-plane Re z by Lemma 2.1.1.
Theorem 2.1.5 Let f : [0 continuous with
f 0 and let b be a real number. If Lf(z) exists for all z
with Re z b and can be extended to an analytic function
g(z) on an (open) disk D = D(z , r) with centre z and radiuso o
r 0, where r | Re z - b |, then the Lf exists in theo
right half-plane Re z Re z - r.
Proof Let z D(z , r). We have to show that Lf
converges at z. By the assumption
Now
which converges to g(z). Tnira equality aoove nuius
f 0.
2.2 C -semigroup and C-semigroups
Definition 2.2.1 A family of bounded linear
operators on a Banach space is called a semigroup ij
(a )
(b)
for any r, t
I the identitv onerator.
If a semigroup satisfies the condition
( n )
0 for any a •
it is called a C -semigroup.
If a semigroup on S is continuous for all t
and satisfies the condition
( r for all a and
then f £ Ls called a semigroup on
Definition 2.2.2 Let I S be a C -semiornnn o?
the Banach space and let D(H) consist of all a e
for wh i r.
exists in norm, then the linear operator H defined by
for all a D(H) is called the generator of the C -semigroupo
Similarly, we can define the generator of th
-semigroup
Definition 2.2.3 Lei be a -semigroup oi
the Banach dual spaci and let D(H) consist ot al
for which
exists in w -topology, then the linear operator H defined by
for all a e D(H) is called the generator of the C -semigroup
These two types of semiroups are related by duality.
In fact. is a
-semigroup in I if and only i:
it is of the forr for some C -semigroup { T
ir cf. C. K. Law, [1], P. 127 ]. We call this property
as the dual property with respect to C - and C -semigroup
In addition to this, we also have the followina result.
Proposition 2.2.4 Let { S be
-semigroup or
Banach space with a predual Let H be
its generator. Then there exists a norm-closed dens
subspace A of E such that
(a) There exists an 0, for any a there is a
sequence such that and
(b) The C -semigroup restricted to is a
semigroup on (whirh is a Banach space by its own right
(c) D(H) and any a H'a = Ha where H' is
the generator of restricted tc
Proof (b) Let
nv qpnnpiire { a with lim a = a. we have
so because is bounded for t
in a neighbourhood of 0 by the following Theorem 2.2.5. It
is now easily see that A is a closed subspace of E.
On the other hand, for any a e E, define
for s11
Then, for any fixed n
Thus 0 and so a
1 Now for any
since { -semigroup, for any e o, there exists
a N, such that
when o t 1 N. This implies
Hence we have showed that the subspace ft ot it is ciosea ana
-dense in E.
Finallv. for any t 0 and a
as s 0 which implies S Therefore S for
all t 0 . By definition restricted to A is
semigroup.
(a) It follows from the followina result. Theorem 2.2.5
that there exist 0 and N 0 such that
for all t [0, 1n] when n N. For any a by the
proof above we can see that
Hence
for all n N.
(c) Since { S restricted to is a C -semigroup, we
can assume that H' is its qenerator. So D(H') £ D(H) n A and
any a D(H'), H'a = Ha clearly.
All of the following Theorems are well known, see, for
example, in [ A. Pazy; [11 PP.4, 21, 33 3 or [ K. Yosida;
[1], PP.232, 241 ].
Theorem 2.2.5 Let { S, be a C -semigroup.
There exist constants 0 and M 1 such that
for 0
Theorem 2.2.6 Let be a C -semigroupri
with for some M 0 and all 1 0, H
its Generator. Then, for any z vith Re cx one has
(a) adt exists in with
Rez
for all a
(b) ( Laplace Transform Formula ) exists as a
bounded linear operator on E and
for all a and
For the case of
-semigroup, by applying proposition
2.2.4 or the dual property similar results (Theorem 2.2.5 and
Theorem 2.2.6) can be derived immidiately.
Let { S
-semigroup and
a subspace satisfied the conditions in proposition
2.2.4. Then
Theorem 2.2.7 Let be a C -semigroup.
There exist constants i 0 and M 1 such that
for 0 t
Proof Since is a C -semigroup, then by the
dual property there exists a C -semigroup on
cinrh hhh s is the adioint of T for all t 0. Thus bv
Theorem 2.2.5 there are constants 0 and 1 such that
for all 0 Note that hence
for all (
Theorem 2 .z.b Let semigroup
with generator H and
for some M, 0 and all t 0. Then , for all z with
Rez one has
adt exists in in the sence
for all f Moreover
(b) ( Laplace Transform Formula exists and is
a w -continuous linear operator on E with
for all n in w -sence .
Proof (a) For any a there exists a bounded
sequence { a } such thai N for some
constant N and { restricted to is a C -semigroupA
by and { S restricted to is a C -semiarouD by
Proposition 2.2.4. Hence exists ir by part
(a) of Theorem 2.2.6. Note that S is continuous for all
t 0 by the definition of •semigroup,
and M'e is integrable in [0, thus by the Lebesgue
Dominated Convergence Theorem it follows that
dt
dt
for all f Hence there exists a y such that
Thus for all f






On the other hand, for all
This implie:
(b) For any a there exists a bounded sequence
such that a and (zl - H) exists in
for all k, n by Proposition 2.2.4 and part (b) of Theorem
2.2.5. Since S is w -continuous on for all f
where the second equality follows from the Lebesgue Dominated
Cocvergence Theorem because
for some constants M 0 by Theorem 2.2.7. Therefore
and (zl - H) is w -continuous
2.3 Growth Bound and Spectral Bound
Definition 2.3.1 The complexification is
called an ordered Banach space if the real Banach space CB is
an ordered Banach space
By the definition above, we can see that the order
properties oi are order nronertips of D3. Tn
addition to the terms lattice and positive linear
functional (operator) on E, most of different kinds of order
concepts are also defined on E whenever they are defined on E
f rf. Srhaefer. H . H . Ml. P.314 M A linear onerator T in
L(E) is positive if T Similarly, a linear
functional f on E is positive if f(a) 0 for all a
Finaly, by a complex Banach lattic we understand the
complexification E of a Banach lattice CB, endowed with the
modulus function I a I = sud I (cosa)x + (sina)y I and the
norm where a cf. Schaefer, [3[
P.135
Let be a Banach space and A a linear
operator or We use anc to denote the resolvent





Now we consider a semigroup
on tfi th
generator H. The growth bound (S) of { s } ~ and the
t to
spectral bound s(H) of the generator H are defined as
f o 11 o ws
for some constant M
r
and all t o }
Obvious1v. is also a
C-semigroup with (T) = 0. On the other hand, for any
Therefore, ( H - j(S)I ) is the generator of { T l0- Note
4-Un+-
This means that any X e H) if and only if
Thus
i.e. r(S) = s(H) if and only if
whenever y{T) = 0. So in order to prove that y(S) = s(H) it
suffices to show that s(H) = 0 whenever y(S) = 0.
Theorem 2.3.2 Let { St }tQ be a (-semigroup with the
generator H. Then
(cf. E. B. Davies, [13, P-42 or A. Pazy, LlJ, f.45, Tneorem
2.3
Lemma 2.3.3 [Davies, E. E., [1], p.14, Lemma 1.2.1]
If
is subadditive and bounded above on the interval [0. 1], then
Theorem 2.3.4 If { S } is a C - or C -semigroup on
E, then
exists with -oo a oo. Moreover, one has Rad (S) = e for
all t 0.
Proof Sice p(t) = log II S II is subadditive, and
for some a 0, M 0 and all t e [0, 1] by Theorem 2.2.5
•m
{ n y Thpnrpm 9.9.7 in C -spmiarnnn spnrp )
exists by Lemma 2.3.3. It t u then
Corollary 2.3.5 If { S 3 is a Co~ (Cq-)semigroup
on E, then
Proof Bv Theorem 2.3.3 Rad (S ) - e where







applying Theorem 2.3.3 we have
Now we can assume that r(S) is finite. Then for any
and one has a sequence such that
that is,
(2.3.2.)
Observe that t(n) tends to infinite. If not, there exist a
subsequence and a t witho for all
Furthermore, since (or
semigroup,
for some and This implies




From (2.3.1.) and (2.3.3.) the stated result follows
By Theorem 2.3.2, one has
ther
Ra - SUj
But by Corollary 2.3.5
sc
( ? 3 A
-semigroup with generator H.
It is known that -Rpmi arnnn nn IF wi bh
a generator H if and only if -semiaroun
on E with a generator H and.
(2.3.5. :
On the other hand, holds for all bounded
linear operator. Therefore
(2.3.6. 1
Now we take an interest in the converse of formula
(2.3.4.). We shall study for what sence the spectral bound
s(H) concides with the growth bound y(S). In general, y(S)
does not equal to s(H), even in such special case as a
semigroup on Hilbert space [Davies, [1], Theorem 2.17] or a
positive semigroup on a reflexive Banach Lattice space
[Greiner, Voigt and Woiff, [1] ].
Actually, there always exists a one-parameter grouj
Hi
S = e on a Hilbert space tH such that o(H) £ iOR,
for all t Thus s(H) = 0 but
However, we shall obtain a good result we need, say
for positive semigroup on some approximate Banach
spaces .
In the following, sometimes we use the terms in the
C -sence or in the C -sence. They mean in thea
C -semigroup sence or in the C-semigroup sence
respectively.
The following results are given by Greiner, G., Voigt
.7 nrl Wnl 1 f . M. in [11.
Lemma 2.3.6 [Greiner, Voigt and Wolff, [1]] Leu
semigroup on the Banach space
If the integra
exists for all w •sence) and a in
i.phpsaue sence, that is, is Lebesgue
integrable on (C then
exist in norm for all Rez Rez
Proof Let LS Then
is a family of bounded linear operators on d. Two
applications of the uniform bounderness theorem show that
is uniformly bounded. Assume that
for all t. Then by integration by part, for
all
as r, because where
This implies that
exists in norm, as L(E) is complete.
Proposition 2.3.7 [Greiner, Voigt and Wolff, [1]] Let
-semigroup on a Banach space
and H its generator. If the Laplace Transform
exists for all then
for all z with Rez u and the integral converges in norm.
Proof First we note that
for some constant
hence, by part (a) o£ Theorem 2.2.6 ( or part (a) of Theorem
2.2.8 in C-sence )o
for all z with Rez (S). Thus the statement is true if u
?-(S) and we can therefore assume that r(S) u. Then for
a e E and w e E , the mapping
is continuous. Therefore, the Laplace Transform
is an analytic function on the half- plane Rez u by Theorem
2.1.4. Therefore LS(z) is the analytic function on the
half-plane Rez u by Lemma 2,1.2. This implies the
resolvent (zl - H) 1 exists for all z with Rez u. In
fact if not, then there exists a z o '(H) such that
(S) Rez u, then for any sequence©
wi th the norm of resolvent must
tend to infinite as n tends to infinite. For otherwise, we
can choose a subsequence which bounded by
M. Then for large enough i. This
implies z Taylor, [1], P.273, Lemma 2.1). But
this contradicts the assumption that z Therefore,
But
converaes to This is a contraction.
Finally, by the uniqueness of analytic functions, we
have
for all z with Rez u and the integral convergews in norm by
Theorem 2.1.3,
PrODOSition 2.3.8 rnrpinpr. Vninl- pnrl Wnlff fill T.pf-
be a positive semigroup on an ordered
Banach space and H its generator. If 15
generating and normal then for any z with
Rez s(H) = sup{ Rez ; z
where the integral is norm convergent:
as s
Proof (zl - H) 1 exists for all z with Rez s(H) and
for all z with Rez : (S) by part (a) of Theorem 2.2.6 (or
Theorem 2.2.8 in
-sence ). Then for any w i
-senc 0, and a 0. the Lanlace Transform
can be extended to an analytic function w((zl - H) a) on
Rez s(H) by Theorem 2.1.5. Since is generating and
normal, for any and there exists
0 and 0 such that
Therefore, the Laplace Transform w(LS(z)a) can be extended to
an analytic function w((zl - HTa) on Rez s(H). Hence, by
the uniqueness of analytic functions,
on Rez s(H). Thus
and the integral converges in norm by Lemma 2.3.6.
Proposition 2.3.9 [Greiner, Voigt and Wolff, [1]] Let
-semigroup on a Banach space
(a) If for each a
for some p, 1
(b) If for each a
then V s(H). Moreover if Rez X ther
where the integral is norm convergent.
Proof (a) Suppose , Similar to the proof of
Corollary 2.3.5, for each 0 we can choose a sequence
t(n) 0 that tends to infinite so thatt
Then e By the uniform
boundedness theorem, there exists an a and a subsequence
t(n.) of t(n) such that 1. Now we
can assume that
then K 0 and
where t + r
and r [0, 1 ] .
Thus
for any t with t This immidiatelv
implies
But this contradicts the given assumption.
(b) By Lemma 2.3.6
exists for all Rez X. By Proposition 2.3.7,
for all z with Rez X. Finally, for any a
for Rez Then the two applications of the uniform
boundedness theorem show that is
uniformly bounded. As work has done in the proof of
Proposition 2.3.7 Note that for all z with
Rez s(H), one has z So •(H) and s(H) .
Proposition 2.3.10. [Greiner, Voigt and Wolff, [1]]
Let be a positive group with generator K
on an ordered Banach space Suppose
is normal and generating. It follows that
Proof Since generate positive -semigroup,
if then s(H) = 0 and so for any n
that (zl - H) is an analytic function on
Theorem 2.1.4 and the positive cone of I is closed, then
Similarly, we have 1 0. This implies
But this is imoosiable sine n ) n
since the cone is normal and so is proper b;
Proposition 1.1.1
Finally, if s(H) '(H), then there exists an open bal]
contained h) 3(H). Therefore, for any z D ( s ( H ) , ]
pxi st.s . Note that
for ai l -7 with Rp? s(H) bv Prooosition 2.3.8 and so th(
Laplace transform LS(z)
? ic: p n 3 n 1 vf i r f nnrf l nr
on the half-plane Rez s(H) and can be extended t
nfs(H). r). Thus, by Theorem 2.1.5
on the half-plane Rez s(H) - r. But this is imposible.
Theorem 2.3.11 [Derndinger, [1]] Let { i be a
positive -semiaroup with generator H on an ordered
Banach space Suppose
is npriprpti no and has a base.
It follows that
Proof If is a
-semiarouo then bv
Proposition 2.2.4 we can assume that there is a closeo,
w -dense subspace A of anc on A is a
C -semigroup
If
s(H), then by Proposition 2.3.8
where the integral is norm convergent. Since E has a base,
the norm of E is cx-additive for some 1 by Theorem 1.2.6
Hence
here a 0, and a is taken from E if is a
C -semiqrouD and a is taken from A if the letter is a
-semigroup.
(1) If ( S is a C -semigroup, then for any ao
there are a 0 such that a = a a bv the
generation' of So
which implies for all s(H) by part0 (a) of
Proposition 2.3.9, that is s(H) ;S) . Bu1 S) s(H) by
formula (2.3.4), the proof is completed in C - case.
(2) If is C -semigroup, then for any a
there exist a bounded sequence a 0, such that
a as n bv Proposition 2.2.4. Therefore
where the first inequality follows from the w-lower
semi-continuity of the norm on E and the second inequality
follows from Fatou's Lemma. Again applying part (a) of
Proposition 2.3.9 the result follows.
As the application of Theorem 2.3.11, we consider th(
Banach space I for some measure space with
the positive cone which consists of all pointwise positive
functions (where the positive function f is a equivalent
class [f] which consists of all functions g defined on X such
that
then the positive cone oi is generating and norma
In particular, I has a base
Therefore, for any positive or C -semigroup on L
with the generator H, one has the peoperty
Similar result holds for L in place of I
because (L1 and formula (2.3.6.).
Nagel, R. and Greiner, G. make use of the completely
different argument to show that this result hold for
in [1], but unknown for general L
Theorem 2.3.12 Let { S } t be a positive
C-semigroup with generator H on L2(£, dfj), then
s(H) = r(S).
In order to show that this result, we need the
following Lemmas.
Lemma 2.3.13 [Greiner, G. and Nagel, R.,[l]] Let OH be
a Hilbert space. Then the vector-valued Fourier transform
where and suitiable
is an isometry.
Proof Since every Hilbert space OH is isomorphic to
for some measure space we can let
Denoting
For any F applying
Fubini theorem
for Then for any
' ? ~ F )






ao again applying Fubini theorem and formular (2.3.6.) the
following equalities hold. i.e.
(2.3.7.)
Finally, For any definec
Then
where the Last inequality is follows from Holder's
inequality. This implies
S ince is dense in
Thus (2.3.7) shows that is an
isometry of the dense subspace
into It follows that has a unique
continuous extension which is an isometry from
we still denoted this extension byinto
This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.3.14 [Derndiinger, R., [1]] Let { S{ }t0 be a
positive C -semigroup on a Banach lattice E, and H its
generator. Then
for all z with
Proof By Prosition 2.3.8, we have
for all a
and z with Rez s(H). Note that S 0, so
where the estimate of the integral is obtained by considering
the corresponding Riemann sums and that fact that
|x + yj |x| + |y| in the ( even complex ) Banach lattice E.
Thus .
i . e
The proof of Theorem 2.3.12: We may assume that
0 ( cf. P.40 ), and hence that s(H] s u. tor every
with Rez s(H), and we defined continuous
-valued functions
We show that
tor Rez u : s ) ) and t where c is indenpendend•z.
on t;
for Rez s (H j ana an
f
(b)
(c) Denoting the inverse Fourier transform of by
i.e.
for any s one hai for all z with Rez s(H) anc
In particular
(d) for all Rez s(H) and f
To see (a), take r such that Rez r Then, b
definition of IS), one has for all t
where M is a constant. Then
(2.3.8)
showing that
because the right member of (2.3.8) is an integrable function
of s or Similarly On the
other hand,i 9
For (b), we note that f = R(z)(zl - H)f and
(zl - H)f = R(z)(zl - H)2f for f D(HZ). It follows by
repeatedly use of the resolvent identity that
f R (z + iM + R(z - i f
Recalling I! R R(Rez) asserted in Lemma
2.3.14, one has
R(Rez)
Note that the right member is an inteqrable function of or
for all 0 and so must be the left member o
because it is continuous so bounded o; Thus
Similarly
By (b), the inverse transform defined in (c)
is meaningful, and, in view of Lemma 2.3.13 one has
[2.3.10.
Thus, for the proof of (c), and (d), we need only prove that
Fz for all z with Rez s(H) and all f D(H2). By
virtue of (a) and Lemma 2.3.13, this can easily be done for
the special case when Rez 0 (S)), because one then has
the explicit expression for the Fourier transform
(2.3.11.)
showing that Gz and hence that valid for z in
the region Rez 0 }, and consequently, by th
uniqueness property for analytic functions
for z in
the bigger region B:
That Fz is
anslvtic can be seen easily from definition. To prove the
analyticity of
. +- = a. an arhi farv rl DSed CUrVe
contained in B and note that, for all s
because z is analytic, where the order of
integration may be reversed by the Fubini theorem. Indeed
as
and z R(z) is analytic (so bounded on 2.3.9. ;
implies that
for all z and where
R(Rez)
Moreover, since is continuous, there exists a
constant C and 0 such that
for all Consequently
This claims (a) — (d) have just be verified. Note i
particular that
for all f D(HZ) and Rez C To complete the proof
of Theorem 2.3.12, we suppose for contradict ion that
s(H) 0. Take z with s(H) Rez U, tnen
(I - 2z•R(z)) = ((zl - H)R(z) - 2z•R(z))
= ((zl -H) - 2zl)R(z))
-zl - H)R(z)
Thus 1 2z-R(z) is invertible becuase (-zl - H) is
invertible .
Note that, by the resolvent identity,
Hence, since the resolvents commute, it follows from the
resolvent identity that
Since I - 2zR(z) is invertible, it follows that
for all n view of Lemma z.J.lJ, we nave
whre d is a constant independent on On the other hand
by (e) and the fact that Re(-z) 0, one has
and so
i.e.
by (d). Bui this r63ds
( 7 . 3 . 1 2 . )
valid for all f e D(H )
Since D(H ) is dense in L (m), we can extend (2.3.12.)
to l(w) and obtain
for 0 Rez S(H). But by part (a) of Proposition 2.3.9
Rez y(S) = 0
This is a contradiction. Therefore
y(S) = s (H) .
Chapter 3 Normed Convex Processes
3.1 Convex Processes
Let and be Linear spaces and 1




its inverse T 1 from ranT onto domT with
and its graph
The following concept of convex process was introduced
by Rockafeller ([1], p.3).
Definition 3.1.1
(1) If the graph G(T) of T is a convex cone in
containing the origin, then T is called a convex process.
Moreover, if and are topological vector spaces and
(2) G(T) is closed, then T is called a closed convey
process .
Lemma 3.1.2 Let X and V be linear spaces. Then the
t
following statements hold.




(2) T is a convex process if and only if T 1 is a convey
process.
Moreover, in case when and Y? are topological vectoj
spaces one has
(3) T is a closed convex process if and only if T 1 is a
closed convex process.
(4) If T is a closed convex process, then Tx is a closed
subset of for any x domT.
Proof (1) If T is a convex process then
is a convex cone in containing (0, 0) Thus, for
Tx and
This implies that u and so Tx+ Ty
On the other hand, (0, 0) i.e., 0 r0. For any
G(T) if and only ii
Therefore T




This implies that G(T) is a convex cone of containinc
(0, 0) and so T is a convex process.
(2) Observe that
It follows that G(T) is convex cone if and only if is
convex cone. That is, T is a convex process if and only if
rn'1 '
i is a convex process.
(3) Sinc
if and only if
from (2) we see that G(T) is a closed convex cone if and only
if G(T 1) is a closed convex cone.
(4) Let T be a closed convex process. For any
domT and Tx with one ha:
since G(T) is closed. This implies
It is clear that any linear mapping and any quoient
mapping considered as from a point to a set mapping are
rrm£Y nrnrp.ciP!; .
Definition 3.1.3 Let and be both topoloyical
vector spaces and the set-valued function
T: domT
a convex process. We say that T is bounded if ror any
bounded subset B of domT and any neighbourhood V of 0 in
there exists a 0 such that
for all 0 and all B. Equivalently, there is an
0 such that for all and all B, one has
Now we le' and Y? be normed linear spaces. we defin
the norm of T by
sup{ inf
If the norm of T is finite, then T is called a normed convex
process (cf. Rockafellar. [1], [2]).
ProDosition 2.1.4 T.e1 and be normed linear spaces
and T: domT a convex process. Then T is
bounded if and only if T has a finite norm.
Proof If T is bounded, then for
and
one has a 0 such that
for all x domT by definition 3.1.3. Thus
for al domT and so
Conversely, if T has finite norm, then there is
constant M such that T M and so
inf
for all x domT. It follows that
for all r nrnT. Hence. T is bounded
Dmnnsition 3.1.5 [cf. Robinson [1], P. 128] Let and
he hoth normed linear spaces ano T a convex process from
domT into Then for any
domT. there is
Tx such that
Proof For the case the result holds
clearly.
If x = 0, then 0 e TO so the result also holds.




for all v doml Thus, for any 0, there exists
such that
That is
where : Tx. The proof is completed.
3.2 Generalization of Open Mapping Theorem
and Closed Graph Theorem
The open Mapping theorem and Closed Graph theorem about
bounded linear operators on Banach spaces are well-known
results in modern mathematical analysis. S. M. Robinson and
K. F. Ng showed respectively that they can be generalized to
the wider class of convex processes.
The following generalization of Open Mapping theorem in
the case of complete metrizable topological vector spaces was
given by K. F. Ng ([3], pp. 61 - 62), for the Banach spaces
case we refer to Robinson's paper (CI], p. 130.).
Lemma 3.2.1 Let and be complete metrizable
topological vector spaces and T a closed convex process from
dom(.T) into If TV is a neighbourhood of 0 in V whenever V
is a neighbourhood of 0 in then TV is already a
neighbourhood of 0 for any neighbourhood V of 0.
Proof Use j| to denote pseudo-norms for and
defining the given topologies for
Let
and similarly for We shall show that
for any Let for some Then, for
any there exists a subset B of
such that
diamB:
and Indeed, there exists symmetric
neighbourhood W of 0 in such that Take
with some w W, and take a A such that Ta. Then, as
T is a convex process
so
a has the required property of B
Now let By the above, there exists a A of
diamA 2 intersecting such that







is Cauchy and hence converges, say with limit a.
Note that
because Finaly, it remains to show that
If G x H is a neighbourhood of (a, li
then, since a and diamA G for large
n and so
and the nelghbourhooa h or must intersect T(G), i.e.
G x H intersects G(T). But G(i) G(T) because T is closed
convex process. This implies tnat (, a, y( i.e.;
Ta.
Theorem 3.2.2 (generalization of Open Mapping Theorem )
Let W and V be complete metrizable topological vector spaces
and T a closed convex process from dom(T) onto Y7. Then T is
open.
Proof Since T is onto tf,
By Baire Theorem, some ( and hence all ) has a
non-empty interior. Take some p and p 0 such that
Also, there exists n such that -p e n • T soT-
where the third inclusion and the equality follow from the
definition of the convex process. Since each neighbourhood
V of 0 in contains some it follows that T(V) is a
r r
neighbourhood of 0 in T7. By Lemma 3.2.1, TV is also a
neighbourhood of 0. Finally, suppose G is a non-empty open
set in and y e TG so y = Tx for some x e G. Now G - x© © o © ©
is a neighbourhood of 0 and it follows from the fist part of
our proof that T(G - x) is a neighbourhood of 0 in YT and so
T(G - x ) + y is a neighbourhood of y in Y7. Since© © °
TG = T(G - X ) + Tx = T (G - x ) + y© o © o
it follows that TG is a neighbourhood of y . This shows thato
TGis open in Y. This completes the proof.
Definition 3.2.3 Let K and V be both topological
linear spaces and T is a mapping from into 2
(a) We say that T is lower semi-continuous at xo if for
any open subset V of with V then there is a
neighbourhood U of xo in domT such that V n Tx for all
(see, e.g., Berge. [1];
(b) We say that T is open at 0, if for any open subset u
containing 0 in TU is a neighbourhood of 0 in ranT (cf.
Robinson. [1], P. 129
The following theorem in the spectial case of normed
linear space is due to Robinson ([1], Theorem 1). But it
also holds in the general case of topological vector spaces.
Theorem 3.2.4 Let and be both topological linear
spaces and T a convex process from domT into' Then
one has
( a) T 1 is open at 0 if and only if T is lower
semi-continuous at 0 as a mapping of domT into Id
is open at 0, then T is bounded
Furthermore, if ! has a bounded neighbourhood of 0
then one has
(c) T is bounded if and only if T 1 is open at 0.
Proof (a) Suppose that T 1 is open at 0. Let V be
an open subset with
Take a i TO, then by assumption is a
neighbourhood of 0 in domT
If
then there is such that hence
This shows that
for all x
Conversely, suppose that T is lower semi-continuous at
0. Let U be an open set in containing 0. Then, as
there exists a neighbourhood V of 0 in domT
such that for all v V. Then V and
T 1(U) is a neighbourhood of 0 in domT.
(b) Suppose that is open at 0. Let B be a bounded
set in and V a neighbourhood of 0 in Then is a
neighbourhood of 0 in and so B is absorbed by T (V)
(c) Let B be a bounded neighbourhood of 0 in and V a
neighbourhood of 0 in then, if T is bounded, there exists
0 such that B thus is a
neighbourhood of 0 in and so is T 1(V). This shows that
T is open at 0
The Closed Graph Theorem of convex process in Banach
space is generalized by Robinson and Ng separately; in the
case of Banach space, the proofs of (a) implying (b) and (b)
implying (c) in the following theorem are given by Robinson
([13, p. 131.) and Ng respectively.
Theorem 3.2.5 Let and be complete metrizable
topological vector spaces, and T a convex process from
domT intc If is locally bounded and domT is a
vector subspace of then for the following three properties
are equivalent
(a) G(T) and domT are closed;
(b) T is bounded, G(T) is closed
(r) T is bounded, domT and Tx are closed for any x domT
Proof (a) (b) Since G(T), domT are closed and
domT is vector subspace of is a closed convex process
from ranT onto the closed subspace domT by part (3) of Lemma
3.1.2 and so T 1 is an open mapping on domT with the relative
topology by Theorem 3.2.2. Therefore, T is bounded by part
(b) of Theorem 3.2.4.
b) (c) Let { x domT and x x in
Take a neighbourhood base of 0 in such that
for all n. Since T is bounded and is locally bounded, T is
lower semicontinuous at 0 by parts (a) and (c) of Theorem
3.2.4. Thus, for each k, there exists a V, such that
;3.2.1.
whenever z Since is Cauchy, for each
k there exists a positive integer n, such that
for all m, n We may suppose further that
Thus, replacing if necessary
we may suppose without loss generality that, for each k
whenever i k. Since domT is assumed a
vector subspace we have in particular that
domT
Then, by (3.2.1.), there exists Pick
Defined and , in general
Then, since T is a convex process
and
If has a limit z and it will follow from the
closedness of T that (x, z) G(T) so : domT. Thus it only-
remains to show that does have a limit. This is
due to the assumption that V is complete and
for all n, p 1.
For any there is a
sequence{ G(T) such that
Since domT is closed, x domT. Now it suffices to showthat
Note that T is a bounded convex process and is
locally bounded, then by Theorem 3.2.4 T is lower
semi-continuous at 0. Let be a decreasing
neighbourhood base of 0 in Then by definition of lower
semi-continuity, for any n there exists a V such
that
for all x In particular, since
for large k. Denote this x by x and suppose that
for all n then z 0 as n s ince be s
decreasing neighbourhood base of 0 in Note that
for all k then z Tx for all n
So
qlnre Tx is closed. The proof is completed.
3.3 Boundedness and Measurabi1ity for Convex Processes
Definition 3.3.1 Let be a topological space The
-algebra -S generated by all open sets in is called the
Borel family (in whose elements are called Borel sets.
The pair is called a Borel space.
Definition 3.3.2 T.pt and be Borel
spaces,
(1) We say that a subset E oi is absolutely measurable if
E is v-measurable for every finite Borel measure -o on
equivaently, for every finite Borel measure u there exist two
Borel sets E , E in such that E E and
2
(see, Arveson. [1], P. 77).
(2) The set-valued function T off int
is said to
absolutely measurable if the set
is absolutely measurable for all Borel subset E of
For the concept of absolutely measurable functions,
with respect to linear mappings, we will refer to Arveson.
([1] . P. 77.)
The following Lemma is trivial
Lemma 3.3.3. Det and be Borel measure
spaces.
If h is a Borel measurable mapping from into and v a
finite Borel measure on W, then v»h 1 defined by
for all E e .28 is a finite Borel measure on tf.
Proposition 3.3.4 Let and be
Borel spaces. If h is a Borel measurable mapping from into
and T a absolutely measurable set-valued function from V
into 2, then W = T®h defined by
W(x) = T(h(x))
for all x is absolutely measurable set-valued function of
into
Proof For any Borel set U in is absolutely
measurable set in V since T is absolutely measurable. By
Lemma 3.3.3, for any finite Borel measure -o, -u°h 1 is a
finite Borel measure on Thus, by the definition 3.3.1 one
has E , E e such that±' 2
Thus
Note that and are Borel sets in This
implies h 4(T 1(U)) is a absolutely measurable set since u is
an arbitrary finite Borel measure, and completes the proof.
Lemma 3.3.5 Let be a real sequentially complete
locally convex space and K a bounded, closed convex subset of
containing 0. Let H under the product
topology, where Then the mapping
is continuous.
Proof For any let
Then since K is convex,
as n, rr because for all r m and K
is bounded. Thus is a Cauchy sequence and sc
is convergent in K since K is sequentially
complete. That is, for any
Hence g is well defined.
Now for any neighbourhood V of 0 in there existsan
absolutely convex neighbourhood V' such that
Since K is bounded, there exists a with 1 0 such that
Take a m with then for H,
Now we assume that yn, x and yn then there exists
a N such that
for all This means that
for
Thus, for all
and so g is continuous on H.
For each t e [-1, 1] let e (t) denote the .digit of the
n
binary expansion of t. If t € [-1, 0], let e (t) denote
n
-e (-t) . Thus t = e (t)2 + e (t)2z + ... for all12
t €= [-1, 1] and each e (t) e { -1, 0, 1 } . It is standard ton
show that each e is Borel measurable.
r»
Lemma 3.3.6 Let be a topological vector space and N
a neighbourhood of 0 in V. If W : [-1, 1] 2 is an
absolutely measurable set-valued function from [-1, 1] into V
such that W(t) 0 for all t = [-1, 1], then there exist a
positive integer n and t C-l, 0] such that
and
Proof Since if and only if W(t)
intersects n-N, one has
We suppose without loos of generality that N is closed so
W_1(n-N) is absolutely measurable ( and, a fortiori, Lebesgue
measurable) as W is absolutely measurable. Then, for large
enough n, the Lebesgue measure j(W±(n-N)) 1910. Fix such
an n and write A for W1(n-N). Define
by
Then V is measure-preserving and in particular
Since A u V(A) is of measure 2110 it follows that
and hence that S inc€
is clearly of measure 12, it follows that
Then any element t of have the
properties required by the Lemma
The following result was first pointed out by Ng [Nc
and Huang, [1]]. Hadwin, D. and Nordgren, E.in their paper
([1], Theorem 1) showed that it in the spectial case for
linear mapping.
Theorem 3.3.7 Let Ka = rpl ciprtnpnHal 1 v rnmnlpfp
locally convex space. a topological vector space and T a
convex process from domT into Qnnnncp f haf HnmT
is a closed subspace and for every separable subspace M of
the restrictio] -vrv~»fP M ahsnlntelv
measurable, then T is bounded.
Cnnnnco f ic: nnhonnflp • there evist a bounded
subset B of domT and a neighbourhood U of 0 in such that
=11 n ThiiQ fn-r parh n there is b € B such that Tb
disioint from.neiqhbourhood N of 0 in such that
Define h
It is standard to show that h is Borel measurable ( In fact,
let h(t): = g(p(t)), where g and following symbol H are same
as those in Lemma 3.3.5. Thus g is continuous by Lemma 3.3.5
and obviously
is Borel mearsurable. So h is Borel measurable.). Since
domT is assumed a closed subspace of W, h is into domT. Thus
W : = T»h is of domW = [-1, 1]. Since T is absolutely
measurable so is W by proposition 3.3.4. By the preceding





Therefore h(t) Since T is a convex
process it follows that
It follows from (3.3.1.) that intersects
contradicting our choice of b .
Since a linear mapping is a special kind of the convex
process, we have the following Corollary immediately.
Corollary 3.3.8 Let be a real sequentially complete
locally convex space, Y? a topological vector space and T a
linear mapping from domT ( W ) into Y?. Suppose that domT
is a closed subspace and for every separable subspace M of Wr
the restriction T| of T on G: = domT n M is absolutely
measurable, then T is bounded.
It is natural to ask if the above Theorem still holds
when domT is a cone ( not subspace ). Unfortunately, this is
not the case unless the convex cone is finite dimensional
( cf. Robinson. CI], Theorem 3 ). The following example
shows that for some convex cone K, there exists an absolutely
measurable convex process T defined on K such that T is
unbounded.
Example 3.3.9 Let be a normed linear space and K a
convex cone containing 0 in We suppose that K contains ani
infinite number of extreme half-lines ( the half-line which
is not the sum of any two disjinct half-lines in the cone is
called an extreme half-line in a cone) denoted by
Define a function where
Furthermore, We define
the set-valued function on K by
It is easily to see that g is positively homogenous and is a
convex function on K, then its epigraph is a convex cone
containing 0 since g(0) = 0. Thus T is a convex process from
K into CO, co) and T is unbounded ( cf, Robinson. [1], Theorem
4 ) .
But T is Borel measurable and so absolutely
measurable. Let T denote the retriction of T to
n
and for an
Similarly T denotes the restriction of T to Y
Since each L is clearly closed (so Borel)
n
Borel
Thus, to show that T is Borel, it is sufficient to show that
is Broel for al'. S ince
for al! it is obvious that T is Borel. Next,
let us take a Borel subset of R. We note that
Indeed, since and
intersects B one see that intersects B abd sc
intersects B, i.e. By it is clear that
3 contains line segment whenever and hence
that T 1B is a Borel subset of if one identisfies L
with the half-line [0, co) in the natural manner then
must be an interval). Thus T is Borel. The similar
argument shows that T is Borel for all n.
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